
The Republic of China (RoC, 
or Taiwan) still operates the 
venerable S-2 Tracker in the 
roles for which this aircraft 
was originally designed. 
However, the end of a long 
career is rapidly approaching, 
as we report from Pingtung 
Air Force Base.

Taiwan’s terrific Trackers

O
VER 40 YEARS of age, the 
Grumman S-2T Tracker is 
easily the oldest aircraft in 
the inventory of the Republic 
of China Air Force (RoCAF). 
Still, a look at the aircraft 

might belie their true vintage. There are no 
typical signs of aging such as hydraulic oil 
leakages, dents, or bleached and shabby 
paintwork. The excellent condition of the 
aircraft is common across all the aircraft, 
infrastructure and personnel of the RoCAF. 
Internally, though, the S-2Ts are tired and 
are having a hard time hunting modern 
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Taiwan’s terrific Trackers

submarines. The Trackers’ proud aviators are 
working with aging systems, and the aircraft 
lack air conditioning, which can be seriously 
uncomfortable in Taiwan’s humid climate.

Grumman developed the Tracker for the US 
Navy in the early 1950s, as an anti-submarine 
warfare (ASW) platform to operate from 
aircraft carriers. The fi rst fl ight of what was 
then called the S2F (hence the nickname 
‘Stoof’) took place in 1952. After a long 
production run, the last of 1,284 examples 
(including those produced by Canadair in 
Canada), an S-2E, fl ew from Grumman’s 
Bethpage, New York facility in 1968.

The S-2 was exported to 14 military 
operators, and in civilian hands the type 
remains a popular fi refi ghter in the US 
and France. However, just the RoC (with 
11 examples) and Argentina (only four) 
currently use S-2s for military purposes. 
There are also a number of Tracker warbirds 
fl ying in the US.

The history of the Tracker in RoC service 
stretches back to 1967, when the fi rst S-2As 
arrived to serve with the Anti-Submarine 
Squadron (it did not have a numerical 
designation) of the RoCAF as patrol aircraft 
and sub-hunters. The Anti-Submarine 

Squadron was part of the 439th Wing, 
stationed at Pingtung Air Force Base in the 
south of the country. The 439th is also known 
as the 6th Wing. Six is the last number of the 
sum of 4+3+9, which equals 16. All RoCAF 
wings have such ‘shadow’ designations.

Ten examples of this early variant entered 
service. In 1978, the United States delivered 
another 18 of the improved S-2E type. As 
with the S-2As, these were surplus US Navy 
aircraft. The A-models were temporarily 
assigned to the newly-formed 34 Squadron. 
Around the same time, the Anti-Submarine 
Squadron was re-designated as 33 Squadron. 

In 2013 the Ministry of National Defense 
decided to keep 11 of 26 available S-2Ts in 

service until the P-3 Orion was operational. 
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Both squadrons were part of the 10th Anti-
Submarine Group that itself reported to the 
re-designated 439th Troop Carrying and 
Anti-Submarine Wing (since re-named as the 
439th Composite Wing). The old S-2As were 
eventually replaced by the S-2E in 1979.

Nicknamed ‘Black Bat’, 34 Squadron is 
an illustrious unit. It was a combined US 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)/RoCAF 
squadron from 1953 to 1967. The outfi t fl ew 
many clandestine missions over mainland 
China using a wide variety of aircraft 
including the Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress, 
Douglas A-26C/B-26C Invader, Lockheed 
RB-69A Neptune, Douglas C-54 Skymaster, 
Fairchild C-123B/K Provider, Lockheed 
C-130E Hercules, and Lockheed P-3A Orion.

Turbo conversion
The US delivered another nine former US 
Navy S-2Es in 1985, followed by at least 
seven S-2Gs a year later. Two aircraft (at 
least one being an S-2G) went to Grumman 
in the US in order to undergo turboprop 
conversion. The fi rst fl ight of a RoCAF S-2T 
Turbo Tracker took place in July 1988.

Externally, the major differences were 
obviously the two new Garrett/Honeywell 

TPE331-15AW turboprop engines that 
replaced the two Wright R-1820 Cyclone 
piston powerplants. Each TPE331 is rated at 
1,645shp (1,227kW) and drives four-bladed 
propellers. The upgrade also included new 
mission equipment comprising the 
AN/AQS-92F digital sonobuoy processor, 
AN/ARR-84 99-channel sonobuoy receiver, 
Litton AN/APS-504 radar, AN/ASQ-504 
magnetic anomaly detector (MAD) and 
AN/AAS-40 forward-looking infra-red. The 
new and much more reliable turboprops 
resulted in a payload increase of 500kg. The 
S-2T usually carries depth charges, smoke 
bombs and a lightweight anti-submarine 
homing torpedo.

After a test program of three years, 
Grumman returned the two ‘fl eet leader’ 
aircraft to the RoC in 1991. This paved 
the way for the Taiwanese state-owned 
company Aerospace Industrial Development 
Corporation (AIDC) in Taichung to start the 
conversion of another 30 S-2E/Gs using kits 
supplied by Grumman. The original target of 
32 conversions (seven S-2Gs and 25 S-2Es) 
was not met because of a corruption scandal. 
In 1993, AIDC delivered the 27th and fi nal 
aircraft.

Missions
The missions performed by the Tracker are, 
according to 34 Squadron commanding 
offi cer Lt Col Lee, Chun Feng, three-fold and 
the very same as those for which the aircraft 
was originally designed. ‘First of all, we do 
anti-submarine warfare (ASW), secondly 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
(ISR), and thirdly search and rescue (SAR)’. 
Lt Col Chen is an instructor pilot who has 
logged over 2,000 hours since 1998.

By far the biggest threat to the tiny RoC is 
mainland China, located only 150km away at 
the other side of the Taiwan Strait, one of the 
busiest shipping lanes in the world. China 
still considers the RoC a renegade province 
that should be returned to the administrative 
control of Beijing. Apart from this, the 
island is of strategic importance for China’s 
ambitions in the Pacifi c Ocean. 

Lt Col Lee says that, since the S-2T 
conversion, the Tracker fl eet has not 
received any upgrades or new weapons but 
contends that the current on-board systems 
are still suffi ciently capable for the aircraft’s 
missions. ‘With our MAD equipment and 
active and passive sonobuoys we detect 
submarines and identify them. We report our 

Lt Col Lee, Chun Feng, commanding o�  cer of 34 Squadron, with interpreter Lt Huang, Hao-Kai. 
The latter � ies the P-3 Orion. Both are wearing the hat of the Anti-Submarine Warfare Group and a 
patch from the 34th ‘Black Bat’ Squadron.

Thumbs up and ready to taxi 
out for a mission.
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fi ndings to our command. They ultimately 
decide [whether] to attack or not.’

As early as the turn of the century it 
became obvious that the RoC needed 
improved ASW assets. The People’s 
Liberation Army Navy was expanding 
rapidly, and modernizing the fl eet of surface 
and sub-surface assets the geriatric S-2 force 
had to counter. However, it proved diffi cult 
to purchase new aircraft. 

On the one hand, this was caused by slow 
political decision-making on the part of the 
RoC; on the other by slow and unwilling 
decision-making in the US, which remains 
the country’s only serious weapons supplier. 
China has such economic power that other 
countries are unwilling to sell weapons 
to the RoC. Even the US seldom provides 
the most modern equipment, although it 
has promised to supply essential defensive 
weapon systems.

A growing reluctance on the part of the US 
to furnish Taiwan with the most advanced 
military technology means that China is 
rapidly closing that gap. The US is wary 
when it comes to providing such equipment 
as, in a worst-case scenario, it could fall into 
the hands of China if the latter were to claim 

Loading the S-2T’s most important weapon, the anti-submarine torpedo.

An S-2T receiving a full load of sonobuoys. The 
RoCAF was unwilling to disclose how often Tracker 
crews detect non-Taiwanese submarines.
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Taiwan — although Taiwan would never 
simply accept such a state of affairs.

Eventually, the RoC signed a contract 
with the US in 2008 for 12 refurbished P-3C 
Orions with modern systems.

Orion arrival
The fi rst Orion arrived at Pingtung AFB in 
September 2013, and by the time Combat 
Aircraft visited a year later the force had 
grown to seven aircraft. June 2015 should 
see delivery of the last example, and initial 
operational capability is planned for the end 
of that year.

Lt Col Lee recognizes the superior 
capabilities of the Orion. ‘It is a lot faster, can 
carry many more operators, and has more 
and better mission systems that [provide] 
more accuracy, detection, localization, 
identifi cation and tracking capabilities. 
Furthermore, it can take twice as many 
sonobuoys and the on-station time is truly 
impressive. The Tracker’s time on station is 
not more than four hours, the Orion’s more 
than 12. Finding a submarine takes time, and 
it is much easier to have one big aircraft do 
the tracking for a long period than multiple 
smaller aircraft relieving each other.’

In the anti-shipping role, Tracker crews 
co-operate with fi ghter aircraft, in particular 
with Harpoon-equipped F-16s. The Orion 
will continue that co-operation but in a 
much improved fashion.

Navy hand-over
Because of a re-organization of RoC armed 
forces in 1999, the two Tracker squadrons 
became the property of the RoC Navy. 
It re-designated them as 133 and 134 
Squadrons reporting to the 1st Aviation 
Group. The RoCAF remained responsible for 
maintenance.

The Ministry of National Defense (MND) 
reversed that decision in 2013 and made 
them RoCAF property again in preparation 
for the arrival of the Orion. It also decided 
to retire 15 of the 26 survivors (one was 
lost in an accident in 1996). The two units 
became 33 and 34 Squadrons, as they had 
been previously under the RoCAF. The move 
became effective on April 3, 2013. 

Lt Col Lee could not explain why the 
MND made this move, but he confi rmed 
that it had worked well in terms of 
aircraft availability. According to some 
publications, this had dropped dramatically 
in 2013, to 50 per cent or less. That 
percentage has since seen a marked 
increase. ‘The Air Force puts a lot of energy 
into logistics and maintenance’, says Lt Col 
Lee. ‘Still, availability of some parts remains 
diffi cult.’

Aviation is the core business of an air 
force and this probably contributed to the 
improvement. Aircraft belong in the air, and 
the RoCAF knows better how to achieve 
that than the small but respected aviation 
department of the Navy. The move was also 
likely spurred by the fact that the RoCAF 
operates the C-130H and E-2 Hawkeye at 
Pingtung. Both types are, like the Orion, 
equipped with Allison T56 turboprops. 

Without doubt the retirement of the 15 
Trackers, and the parts that became available 
with that move, also played an important 
role in the improved maintainability. In 
October 2014, it was normal for the two 
squadrons to fl y three to four missions and 
between nine to 12 hours on an average day.

Orion delayed
Work-ups with the P-3 have suffered from 
delays and were about half-complete in 
October. It is no mean feat to convert from 
a small, aging aircraft to a large one with 
sophisticated systems. According to 
Lt Col Lee, some crews have already made 
the transition while some are continuing 
the process. In October, there were still 50 
offi cers, 10 of which were women, assigned 
to the Tracker. The pilot and co-pilot on 
each aircraft are RoCAF personnel, while the 
two sensor operators are from the Navy. 

Lt Col Lee couldn’t say for sure when the 
last Tracker crew will commence conversion, 
nor when the fi nal Trackers will be retired. 
Some say retirement might happen very 
soon, but others contend that it may be as 
late as 2017. If the latter turns out to be true, 
the Tracker will have been in service with 
the Republic of China for no less than 50 
years. An impressive record. 

Right: An S-2T crew consists of 
a pilot, a co-pilot, an acoustic 
operator and a non-acoustic 

operator. Here, the pilot gives a 
� nal pre-� ight brie� ng.

This photo: The RoCAF Trackers 
wear a very attractive camou� age 

scheme and ‘sharkmouth’. This 
S-2 has its MAD boom and radar 

fully extended.

The wing-fold mechanism 
still works as advertised, 

although there is not much 
use for it as there is plenty of 

ramp space at Pingtung.
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